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Master Budget Project:
Creating a Scalable Process
The example we have been using in our
Master Budget Project involves two prod-

Growth Rate Per Quarter.
With these two new fields added,

Updating Other Objects
When you make a change to a field

ucts being sold. We’ve created a macro

that means the projected sales units

description in a table, the Property

that takes budget assumptions from a

fields aren’t necessary anymore. As you

Update Options button appears (the

form and uses them in two append

can see in Figure 1, I added “Obsolete -

lightning bolt icon in Figure 1). Click on

queries. But what if your budget con-

can be removed” to the descriptions of

it and choose “Update Status Bar every-

tains dozens or hundreds of products?

those fields. Before deleting them com-

where…” The Update Properties win-

The same process wouldn’t be efficient.

pletely, it’s a good idea to go through

dow will appear, listing all the other

This month we will take a look at an

your process—use the forms and run the

objects that use that particular field, if

alternative process that allows for any

macros, reports, or queries—to ensure

any (see Figure 2). This gives us a list of

number of products.

the fields aren’t being used in other

the objects that need to be updated to

objects. If they are and you delete them

use the new fields.

Storing Assumptions
in the Product Table

from the table, it will cause errors. It’s
better to make sure you update every-

Data Entry form, so open that form in

Since our example included only two

thing first before deleting anything

Design view, select the obsolete fields,

products, it made sense to enter the

permanently.

press Delete, and then drag the new

In our example, it’s only the Product

assumptions in a form.
If you have a wide vari-

Figure 1. Product Table Designed for Complex Assumptions

ety of products with a
complex set of assumptions, however, it may
be more practical to
put these assumptions
directly into the Product table. To do that in
our current database,
open the Product table
in Design view and add
fields for Beginning
Sales Units and for
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Figure 2. Update Properties Window

append queries. Insert a new

base are connected to each other. The

OpenQuery action for the

changes we make to a table can affect

fields onto the form from the Field list.

new query and save your changes. Run

forms and queries. This is one of the rea-

You can save the form with a new name

the macro to make sure the changes

sons to have a good design before you

if you want to keep both examples in

work.

begin work. It isn’t unusual to discover

your database. Otherwise, make the
changes and save your form.

With this new query, we no longer

some new information or ideas as you

need to open the Budget Assumptions

are working or as time passes, however,

Entry Form and can delete that action,

so it’s important to remember that one

Single Query Using
Table Data

too. But if you aren’t comfortable with

change potentially leads to several

deleting it right away, you can temporar-

others.

Now that the Product table has the new

ily disable it by adding a “False” condi-

fields and the form has been updated,

tion to the macro. On the Macro Tools

a limited number of products and one to

we can create a single append query

Design ribbon, click the Conditions but-

accommodate many products using one

that will do the work of the two queries

ton. The Condition column will appear in

query. In the coming months, we will

we created previously. Create a query

the Design view. Add a 0 (zero) in the

continue to develop the Budget table to

called “Append Budget
Values for All Products.”

Now we have reviewed a process for

Figure 3. Updated Macro

It should include the same
tables and fields we used in
the append queries for the
Basic and Deluxe bikes,
with two differences: First,
we won’t need the Product
Number field since that was simply used

Condition column for the OpenForm

include the other items until we have the

to distinguish between the Basic and

action. This tells the macro to skip this

complete budget and can create finan-

Deluxe bikes. Second, change Budget

action. Save the macro and run it to test

cial statements using them. SF

Count so that it directs the query to

your changes. If the changes work and

use the new fields: Budget Count:

your process completes successfully, you

Patricia Cox has taught Excel and Access

Int([Beginning Sales Units]*(1+[Growth

will have confirmed that you don’t need

to management accounting students

Rate Per Quarter])^([ID]-1)).

that action anymore. Go back and delete

and other college majors and has

the OpenForm action. If the process still

consulted with local area businesses to

Updating the Macro

needs the step, just remove the 0 from

create database reporting systems since

Now update the macro to use the new

the Condition field to make the action

1998. She is also a member of IMA’s

query. Open the Budget Process macro in

active again. Figure 3 shows the updated

Greater Milwaukee Chapter. To send

Design view and save it as “Budget

macro in Design view.

Patricia a question to address in the

Process Streamlined.” Delete the OpenQuery actions that refer to the old

The changes we made this month
demonstrate how the items in a data-

Access column, e-mail her at
kathrynmann@tds.net.
April 2012
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